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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

 This chapter consists of two main sections. Firstly, the researcher summarizes 

the whole discussion into one major idea. The second, the suggestion is displayed as a 

guide for further research. 

5.1. Conclusion 

 The data are collected from the respondents who are English Literature 

students. They were given several questions before and after reading the text. 

Moreover, the researcher conducted interview session to dig out more information 

from the respondents. Regarding with the issue, exhibitionism becomes the topic of 

this study. It belongs to sexual disorder which is an act of showing genital organ. 

Additionally, the text is categorized as a story which contains numerous sexual 

intercourses; erotic literature. They had to answer all the questionnaires about the 

issue that becomes the data. Hence, the researcher summarizes them all in this 

section. 

 There are several findings in this research after analyzing the responses of 

each reader. Concerning with the chapter four, the respondents give variety of 

comments and ideas. Mostly, they bring religious matter in responding the issue. 

Consequently, exhibitionism is against with the rules and norms from where the 

respondent belongs to. According to Al, in Islam, aurat is really necessary to be 
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covered, whereas the act of showing private area breaks the rule entirely. Another 

respondent, Lady Stark, also believes that eastern society and western society have 

different thought in seeing something. Eastern society tends to say sexual matter as a 

private thing. On the other hand, western society does not have such idea which has 

possibility in commenting the issue differently. Moreover, Masked Student states that 

a person who can see their genital parts must be the wife or the husband. The rule of 

marriage is stressed here. Obviously, it comes from the religion he believes. Overall, 

the respondents pour the value of religious matter and norms in creating the comment 

towards the issue.  

 The reaction of each respondent to the case of exhibitionist seems like 

depending on how they understand this sexual disorder. Many of them will show the 

natural response which is shocking. Even running from exhibitionist will be the way 

to escape for one of the respondent, Tazmania. However, the more they have learn 

about the issue, the easier they will get to solve it. As Y understands about 

exhibitionism, she tries to calm down in facing the exhibitionist. At this point, the 

reason they make response is based on how they fathom the issue. Moreover, as a 

male, Al and Masked Student give a disgusting response toward exhibitionism as 

well. They just do not understand yet about this sexual disorder. It is totally different 

with Saltysweet and Aya who has fathom about it. Talking about gender, the 

understanding on certain issue is more affecting their response. 

 On the whole, respondents bring their religious matter in commenting 

exhibitionism. Here, the act of showing genital organ is truly taboo. It breaks the 
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norms and value of religion since the exhibitionist displays an inappropriate body 

parts to stranger. Furthermore, experience in understanding the issue also influences 

how the readers react toward something. In other words, background of religion and 

experience affects the respondent in creating the issue, as Bleich (1978) has declared 

about subjectivism. Those aspects become the reason behind the response as well.  

5.2. Recommendation 

 Alongside showing the conclusion of study, this chapter also provides several 

suggestions for further research. First, student can use a victim of exhibitionism as 

the respondent to increase the accuracy of the result. It will boost the prestige of the 

study as well since the respondent has ever experience the case directly. Second, 

student may use psychoanalysis as the main theory to scrutinize the issue intensively. 

Lastly, it is better to give the respondent a special-simple gift as thanks for the 

willingness. It is truly needed since they are a great stuff while using reader response 

theory as the main theory. Without them, the research is just a piece of paper which is 

meaningless.
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